RESEARCH DAY - Corrected Information - Literature Readings

Date: Wednesday April 17th

Location: Nexus, Room 126

Time: 10:30am - 11:30 am

Professors Martha Cooley and Igor Webb, Department of English and their students present their annual research day Literature Readings

Matina Arianas, reading poetry from her Capstone Project
Andrea Barrett, reading from her Capstone Project
Samantha Castillo, reading from her Capstone Project
Darren Clayton, reading from his play "Brothers"
Katerina Doumazios, reading poetry from her Capstone Project
Maggie Ehrlich, reading fiction from her Capstone Project
Joseph Hoeffner, reading from his Capstone Project
Erin Hoeffner, reading fiction from her Capstone Project
Liz Levner, reading poetry from her Capstone Project
Thomas Mellett, reading from his Capstone Project
John Carlo Monteblanco, reading from his Capstone Project
Christine Nicolaou, reading from her Capstone Project
Nina Soto, reading from her story "The House in Vermont"
Michael Provenzano, reading from his Capstone Project
Justine Sammarone, reading from his Capstone Project
John Vella, reading from his Capstone Project
Ashley Villanueva, reading poetry from her Capstone Project
Sabrina Weegar, reading fiction from her Capstone Project
Brooke White, reading poetry from her Capstone Project

If you or your guests, require an accommodation based on a disability, please contact the Student Access Office by phone at 516.877.3806 or email at sao@adelphi.edu. When possible, please allow for a reasonable time frame prior to the event with requests for American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters, closed-captions or Communication Access Real-Time Translation (CART) services; we suggest a minimum of five business days.